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Online social media are information resources that can have a
transformative power in society. While the Web was envisioned
as an equalizing force that allows everyone to access information,
the digital divide prevents large amounts of people from being
present online. Online social media, in particular, are prone to gen-
der inequality, an important issue given the link between social
media use and employment. Understanding gender inequality in
social media is a challenging task due to the necessity of data
sources that can provide large-scale measurements across multi-
ple countries. Here, we show how the Facebook Gender Divide
(FGD), a metric based on aggregated statistics of more than 1.4
billion users in 217 countries, explains various aspects of world-
wide gender inequality. Our analysis shows that the FGD encodes
gender equality indices in education, health, and economic oppor-
tunity. We find gender differences in network externalities that
suggest that using social media has an added value for women.
Furthermore, we find that low values of the FGD are associated
with increases in economic gender equality. Our results sug-
gest that online social networks, while suffering evident gender
imbalance, may lower the barriers that women have to access
to informational resources and help to narrow the economic
gender gap.
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The Web was designed to be universally accessible and open,
carrying the promise of equal opportunity in the access

gender inequality (12). Social media data show the traces of gen-
der inequalities from content biases and activity on Wikipedia
(13, 14) to visibility and interaction disparities on Twitter (15–17)
and professional gender gaps in LinkedIn (18). Empirical anal-
yses of digital traces have the potential to track more general
demographic patterns (19, 20), such as fertility rates (21).

To properly understand the digital divide, a pervasive problem
in cross-country comparisons is the limited size of country sam-
ples and the challenges to generate unbiased survey data (7). To
overcome this issue, we deployed a system to collect large-scale
data from the Facebook online social network through its mar-
keting Application Programming Interface (API), as explained
more in detail in Materials and Methods. The Facebook market-
ing API has been useful in previous research to estimate the
value of user data (22), to approximate the size and integra-
tion of migrant populations (23–25), and to generate estimations
of Internet and mobile phone gender gaps that explain 69% of
the variance of International Telecommunications Union mea-
surements (20). For our study of the relationship between social
media gender divides and other economic, education, heath, and
political gender inequalities, we generated an anonymous dataset
with statistics about the total number of registered users and
daily active users (DAUs) of each gender in each country. While

Significance

We present the Facebook Gender Divide, an inexpensive, real-
time instrument for measuring gender differences in Facebook
access and activity in 217 countries. The Facebook Gender
Divide captures standard indicators of Internet penetration
and gender equality indices in education, health, and eco-
nomic opportunity. We find that the tendency of countries
to approach economic gender equality is negatively associ-
ated with a high Facebook Gender Divide. Our results suggest
that online social networks, while suffering gender imbalance,
may lower information access barriers for women and narrow
the economic gender gap.

to online information and services (1) as the great potential 
equalizer (2). However, despite the widespread adoption of the 
Web and other information communication technologies (ICTs), 
online access is heterogeneously distributed across demographic 
factors, such as income and gender—a phenomenon called the 
digital divide (3–5).

Governments and global organizations express their concern 
about the digital divide, aiming to connect the 4 billion people 
that remain offline ( 6, 7 ). H owever, t he e ffects o f increas-
ing Internet penetration in development are rarely backed up 
against empirical data (8), and the latest report by the World 
Bank suggests that unequally distributed growth in Internet 
penetration might exacerbate socioeconomic inequalities (7). 
Beyond the divide in the access to the Internet, there are 
further challenges with respect to digital inequality: the hetero-
geneity of online activity and engagement across demographic 
groups (2).

Among online resources, social media play a key role in eco-
nomic development (for example, by providing information that 
facilitates finding employment) (9, 10). An important open ques-
tion is whether equality in the access to social media can work as 
a digital provide (11), bringing equality in other social, political, 
and economic aspects of society. The World Wide Web Founda-
tion reports that one of the key elements in the digital divide is
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ourdatasetdoesnotcontainpersonalinformationonanyindi-
vidualuser,ourstudycoversatotalof217countriesand more
than1.4billionusers.

OurdatasetallowsforthequantificationofFacebookactivity
ratiosofeachgenderineachcountry.Fromthem,wecalculate
theFacebookGenderDivide(FGD)asthelogarithmoftheratio
betweentheactivityratiosformenandforwomen(moredetails
areinMaterialsand Methods).TheFGDhasavaluebelowzero
whenwomentendtobe moreactiveonFacebookthat men,a
valueclosetozeroforequalactivitytendencies,andapositive
valuewhen menare moreactiveonFacebookthanwomenin
acountry.OurcomputationoftheFGDisconsistentwithsimi-
larmeasurementsconstructedfromlimitedsurveysamplesfrom
thePewResearchCenterandtheGlobal WebIndex(GWI)as
wecommentinMaterialsand Methods andshowinSIAppendix,
section1.

Furthermore,theFacebookmarketingAPIallowsustomake
preciseestimatesoftheFacebookpenetrationinacountrycal-
culatedasthetotalnumberofuseraccounts(independentof
genderandactivity)overthetotalpopulationofthecountry.
Wecombinethesemeasurementswithstandardsocioeconomic
indices,includinggrossdomesticproduct,Internetpenetration,
andeconomicinequality,as wellasindicesfromthe World
EconomicForum Gender Gap Reportthat measuregender
equalityintermsofeducation,health,politicalparticipation,and
economicopportunities(26).

Results

Fig.1showsaworld mapwithcountriescoloredaccordingto
theirFGD,revealingthatmanycountriesareveryclosetogen-
derequalityinFacebook(bluecolorinFig.1).Theredscalein
Fig.1showscountrieswithpositiveFGD—thatis,ahigherpro-
portionofmalesonFacebook.TherangeofvaluestowardFGD
belowzero(moretendencyforwomentobeonFacebook)is
muchnarrowerthanabovezeroascanbeseeninthescatterplot
withtheactivityratiosofeachgender(Fig.1,LeftInset)andin
theskewnessofthedistributionofFGDacrosscountries(Fig.1,
RightInset).

Countries withhigh FGDarelocatedaround Africaand
southwestAsia,asshowninFig.1.Thissuggeststhatvariationsin

socioeconomicfactorsofgenderinequalityacrossregionscould
beexplanatoryoftheFGD. Wetestthisobservationusinga
linearregression modeloftheFGDasafunctionofthefour
indicesofgenderequality measuredbythe WorldEconomic
Forum(economicopportunity,education,health,andpolitical
participation)plusfivenongender-basedcontrolsofInternet
penetration,populationsize,economicinequality, Facebook
penetration,and meanFacebookactiveuserage(seeMateri-
alsand Methods).Fig.2Ashowsthequalityofthe modelfit,
comparingempiricalvaluesofFGDrankvs.modelpredictions.
Remarkably,the modelcanexplainwelltherankingofFGD
(R2=0.74),withveryfewpointsfarfromthediagonal. While
thisresult mightbepartiallyexplainedbyFacebookusingvital
statisticsintheircalculations,itisneverthelessconsistentwith
replicationsofthemodelusinglimitedsurveysamplesfromthe
PewResearchCenterandtheGWI(SIAppendix,section2).This
indicatesthattheperformanceofthemodelisnotanartifactof
theFacebookmarketingAPI.

Fig.2Bshowstheestimateofthecoefficientsofour model
ofFGD.Thestrongestcoefficientisthatofeducationgender
equality,whichcanalsobeobservedfromthecolorsinFig.2A.
Specifically,countrieswithhighrankinthisindexhave,onaver-
age,lowerFGD.Healthandeconomicgenderequalityalsohave
significantnegativecoefficientestimates,showingthattheFGD
captures morethanonetypeofinequality.Notethattheindex
forpoliticalgenderequalitydoesnothaveasignificantrelation-
shipwithFGDwhentheotherindicesareconsideredinthe
model.

Amonggender-independentcontrols,onlyInternetpenetra-
tionisnegativelyassociatedwithFGD.Nevertheless,theFGD
isalsocorrelatedwithgrossdomesticproductpercapita(Spear-
mancorrelation−0.57,p<10 6).Forthatreason,werepeated
the modelusinggrossdomesticproductasacontrolvariable,
findingsimilarresults. Theseresultsevidencethattherela-
tionshipbetweengenderequalityindicesandFGDisobserv-
able whendevelopment metricsareconsidered. Wepresent
theseadditionalcontrols,regressiondiagnostics,androbustness
testsinSI Appendix,section2,concludingthatthenegative
relationshipsbetween FGDandgenderequalityindicesare
robust.

Fig.1. TheFGDacross217countries.CountriesarecoloredaccordingtheirFGDfromhighlyskewedtoward males(red)andbalanced(blue)tohighly

skewedtowardfemales(green;notvisible).LeftInsetshowsthescatterplotof maleandfemaleactivityratiosacrossallcountries,revealingaspread

alongthediagonal.RightInsetshowsthehistogramofFGDvaluesinbinsof width0.2. Whilethe modeofcountriesisslightlybelowzero,thereis

significantskewnesstowardhighFGDvalues.Anonlineinteractiveversionofthisfigurecanbefoundathttps://dgarcia-eu.github.io/FacebookGenderDivide/

Visualization.html.
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Fig. 2. Regression results of FGD as a function of gender equality. (A) Model predictions vs. rank of FGD, where rank 1 is the country with the highest
FGD. The model achieves a high R2 above 0.74, explaining the majority of the variance of the FGD ranking. Some countries are labeled, from high FGD
[Liberia (LR), India (IN), and Saudi Arabia (SA)] to low FGD [Finland (FI), Norway (NO), and Uruguay (UY)], as well as some outliers [Dominican Republic (DO),
Austria (AT), and Sri Lanka (LK)]. (B) Coefficient estimates and 95% CIs of the terms of the regression fit (excluding intercept). Education (Edu), health (Heal),
and economic gender equality (Eco) are significantly and negatively associated with the FGD, but political gender equality (Pol) is not. From the control
variables, Internet penetration (IP) is negatively associated with FGD, but the rest are not. The main role of education equality in FGD can be observed in
A, where dots are colored according to the rank of education gender equality, showing that countries with low FGD are ranked high on education gender
equality. An online interactive version of this figure can be found in https://dgarcia-eu.github.io/FacebookGenderDivide/Visualization.html. FBP, Facebook
penetration; Ineq, income inequality; Pop, total population.

The value of being active on social media might vary across
genders, which we address in a wide country comparison. The
general penetration of a communication channel can increase
the value that individuals get for using it, which is an example of
a feedback mechanism driven by (positive) network externalities
(27), also known as Metcalfe’s law (28). If there are network
externalities on Facebook, the activity ratio of countries should
scale superlinearly with the Facebook penetration in each coun-
try. This scaling relationship with Facebook penetration might
vary for the activity ratios of different genders, which would
signal an additional marginal benefit of using Facebook for
one gender.

Fig. 3 shows the scaling relationship per gender between the
activity ratio and the total Facebook penetration in each country.
Lines show the result of a power law fit between both variables
with an intercept and an interaction term for gender. The esti-
mate of the scaling exponent for each gender is clearly above
one for both genders, revealing a superlinear trend consistent
with network externalities in Facebook. This exponent is signif-
icantly stronger for female users (αF = 1.45, CI = [1.41, 1.49])
than for male users (αM = 1.20, CI = [1.16, 1.24]) (details are in
SI Appendix, section 3), suggesting that the network externalities
in Facebook are stronger for women than for men.

Given the network externalities shown above, could the FGD
be related to changes in economic gender inequality? We test
this possibility by analyzing the change in FGD and economic
gender equality between 2015 and 2016. We fitted two regres-
sion models, one of changes of economic gender equality as a
function of FGD (FGD2015→∆Eco2016) and the converse one
(Eco2015→∆FGD2016), including controls for autocorrelation
and gross domestic product as explained in Materials and Meth-
ods. The coefficient estimates, shown in Fig. 4, reveal a significant
positive relationship between the FGD rank and changes in eco-
nomic gender inequality but not vice versa: there is no significant
relationship between economic gender equality and the changes
in FGD.

The partial R2 value of FGD2015 in the first model is much
higher than the equivalent of Eco2015 in the second model
(median bootstrap values of 0.027 and 0.002, respectively), as
shown in Fig. 4, Right. This suggests the existence of an associ-
ation between FGD and changes in economic gender equality,
such that countries with a low value of FGD (i.e., high rank num-
ber) tend more, on average, to approaching economic gender
equality. This observation is consistent across age groups and
is robust to the inclusion of further control variables, includ-

ing socioeconomic indicators, other gender equality metrics, and
Hofstede’s culture values (29) (more details are in SI Appendix,
section 4). On the contrary, this association is not observable for
education gender inequality, as a model of ∆Edu2016 shows no
significant coefficient for FGD2015.

Discussion
By quantifying the FGD among 1.4 billion Facebook users, we
show a number of phenomena that deserve further investigation.
The FGD is associated with other types of gender inequality,
including economic, health, and education inequality. While the
mechanisms behind this connection and its generalizability to
other social media remain open questions, this work is an exam-
ple of how publicly accessible social media data can be used to
understand an important social phenomenon.

Recent reports warn about the possibility that individual Face-
book user data were misused by Cambridge Analytica (30),
pointing to general concerns about privacy in social media. We
share those concerns, in particular with respect to the use of sen-
sitive data in potential conflict with the European Union General

Fig. 3. Gender differences in network externalities on Facebook. Scaling of
the Facebook activity ratio per gender vs. total Facebook penetration. Solid
lines show fit results, and shaded areas show their 95% CIs. Both male and
female activity ratios grow superlinearly with Facebook penetration (α> 1),
indicating positive network externalities. These network externalities are
stronger for female than for male users (αF >αM).
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opment sequences that include economic development, health,
education, and inequality (34) before formulating policy sugges-
tions. Nevertheless, our results allow us to speculate that social
media can be an equalizing force that counteracts other barriers
[e.g., those that limit women’s mobility (35)] by providing access
to greater economic opportunities and social capital. In a simi-
lar way as mobile phones increased the life quality of fishermen
in India (11), social media might work as a digital provide that
helps disfavored groups, despite the still generalized inequalities
in access to ICTs and in adoption of social media technologies.

Materials and Methods
The Facebook Global Dataset. We collected the number of Facebook users
by age and gender in each country using the Facebook marketing API (36).
Among other services, this API delivers data for its commercial customers
to provide targeted advertising. When supplied with a specific target pop-
ulation, the API returns the total audience size and the price to reach that
target audience through Facebook. We iterated each combination of age
and gender values, retrieving the total number of users and the number of
DAUs for each segment in each country. Our dataset contains the number
of male and female registered users and DAUs for all available countries
(the API does not deliver data for certain countries; e.g., Syria, Iran, and
Cuba). After removing entries of small countries with missing values or low
resolution, our dataset contains the total number of users and DAUs seg-
mented by age and gender for 217 countries. Age data in the API start
at 13 y old, increasing by 1 y up to a last bin that contains all users age
65 y old or older. We distribute a dataset to allow for the replication and
extension of our results through a Github repository (https://github.com/
dgarcia-eu/FacebookGenderDivide).

Ethical Considerations. Our analysis of data from the Facebook market-
ing API only includes aggregated public information. Although the sample
includes data from underage Facebook users, we had no access to any
personal identifiable information of any user, and we did not interact or
manipulate any research subject. The data retrieval was performed as part
of the TYPES (towards transparency and privacy in the online advertising
business) Project funded by the European Comission (GA-653449) and was
approved by the Committee of Ethics in Research of the Carlos III Univer-
sity of Madrid (Ethics Report CEI-2015-001). Our analysis of the data, in line
with the growing consensus in ethics (37), is exempted from ethics review as
agreed on by the board of IMDEA Networks and by the executive office of
the Complexity Science Hub Vienna. Nevertheless, following the guidelines
of the Association of Internet Researchers (38), we consider the possible
downstream consequences of our large-scale research. The resolution of
the Facebook marketing API prevents the singling out of individual users,
which makes all our codes useless for identifying individuals of any minority
or threatened group. In addition, there is no way to identify the accounts
of users and use our analysis for any kind of personalization or individual
manipulation. From the onset, our project had the potential to reveal impor-
tant relationships between social media use and gender inequalities online
and offline. These benefits greatly outweigh the minimum risks of analyzing
this kind of aggregated data that are accessible to anyone with an Internet
connection.

Validating the FGD. Facebook provided the raw data for our study as aggre-
gated values, but as with any research method, we should not take it at face
value without comparing it with more established methods. This is of special
importance given the challenges previously found with health-related data
from this API (39).

To validate our measurements, we use three reference survey datasets:
the Global and Internet & Technology Surveys of the Pew Research Center
(www.pewglobal.org/dataset/spring-2016-survey-data and www.pewinternet.
org/dataset/march-2016-libraries) and the survey of the GWI (https://www.
globalwebindex.com). These datasets allow us to compute reference mea-
surements of Facebook penetration and FGD for small samples of countries
to be compared with our calculation of the FGD through the Facebook
marketing API.

The results of this validation exercise are reported in detail in SI
Appendix, section 1. We find high correlation coefficients between our mea-
surement of penetration and the equivalents in the GWI and the Pew Global
Survey and for the case of FGD as well. These correlations are as good as the
correlations between survey datasets, showing that the Facebook API data
have comparable quality but a much higher coverage in terms of countries

Fig. 4. Analysis of changes in economic gender equality and FGD. Coef-
ficient e stimates o f t he r egression m odel o f c hanges i n e conomic gender 
equality as a function of FGD and control terms (excluding intercept; Upper 
Left) and of the model of changes in FGD as a function of economic gender 
equality and control terms (excluding intercept; Lower Left). Right shows 
the bootstrap distributions of partial R2 of FGD2015 in the first m odel and 
of Eco2015 in the second one, with dashed vertical lines showing the median 
R2 values: 0.027 (Upper Right) in the first m odel a nd 0 .002 ( Lower Right) 
in the second one. The FGD explains changes in economic gender equality 
much better than economic gender equality explains changes in the FGD. 
GDP, gross domestic product.

Data Protection Regulation (31) and regarding the possible con-
struction of shadow profiles of nonusers (32, 33). Nevertheless, 
our results show that nonpersonal data (e.g., anonymous and 
aggregated data produced by billions of Facebook users) can 
be used for social good, in particular to understand the issue of 
gender inequalities in society at large.

We found evidence of gender-dependent network exter-
nalities—that is, women might receive higher marginal benefit 
than men from the general adoption of Facebook in a country. 
While we only observe traces of this phenomenon at an aggregate 
level, in the differences between activity rates across countries, 
these results point toward a unique research direction: using 
observational data to understand the value of social networking 
sites across demographic attributes.

The FGD provides an inexpensive and accessible way to com-
pute gender divides in social media that can be tracked over 
time and across the vast majority of countries. This allowed us 
to identify a relationship between the FGD in 2015 and changes 
in economic gender inequality in 2016. This relationship could 
be produced by three mechanisms: (i) a causation path between 
the FGD and changes in economic gender equality, (ii) a more 
complex causation from economic gender equality on changes in 
FGD, or (iii) the prevalence of a third factor of cultural gender 
norms that drive both the FGD and economic gender equality. 
While we find e vidence f or the fi rst ex planation, we  mu st note 
that the real interplay between the FGD and economic gender 
equality is probably a combination of all three mechanisms, and 
only future research with more detailed data can answer how.

Our results show trends across a wide range of countries, but 
caution should be taken when extrapolating to the future or when 
predicting about individual countries. Before doing so, we need 
longitudinal models of changes in development factors in a wide 
range of countries to find the role of the FGD in broader devel-
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and better temporal resolution. We find low and nonsignificant correlations
between the absolute difference between our measurement of FGD and the
one from surveys, but nevertheless, we add a control for Facebook pene-
tration in our models to make sure that our results are not an artifact of
correlated errors in the quantification of FGD.

We further compare Facebook penetration across age groups in the
United States through the Pew Internet & Technology Survey and the GWI.
We find very high correlations between age-dependent measurements. In
addition, we explore how representative the FGD is for gender divides in
other social media as captured by the GWI survey. We found moderate yet
significant correlations with other media, such as WhatsApp, Twitter, and
YouTube. This shows that, while we should not take Facebook as represen-
tative for all social media, there is certain similarity in gender differences
that can motivate future research.

Finally, we test for intraday oscillations of the measurement of FGD and
Facebook penetration and found extremely consistent values. For the case
of the FGD and the network externalities model, we also repeat our analysis
on monthly snapshots of Facebook data for a period of 12 mo between
2015 and 2016, calculating median DAU values each month. This way, we
can confirm the robustness of our analysis to possible temporal changes in
the way that Facebook reports data through their API.

Gender Equality and Development Datasets. To normalize the number of
active users over the total population of each country, we use the data col-
lected by the US Census Bureau International Data Base (https://www.census.
gov/programs-surveys/international-programs/about/idb.html). This dataset
contains estimates of the resident population by age and gender for more
than 226 countries. We combine these data with gender equality indices
measured by the World Economic Forum Gender Gap reports of 2015 and
2016 (26). This dataset quantifies the magnitude of gender equality in 145
countries, measuring it with respect to four key areas: health, education,
economic opportunity, and politics. This report updates the values for edu-
cation, economic, and political gender equality on a yearly basis, allowing
us to measure changes between 2015 and 2016. To account for additional
economic and development indicators, we include data from the World
Bank and the Human Development Index (40), measuring control variables
of gross domestic product at purchasing power parity per capita in 2012,
economic inequality as the quintile ratio, and Internet penetration.

Computing the FGD. We quantify the FGD as a comparison of the rates of
activity between genders. The DAU measures how many users have logged
into Facebook on a given day, which could be either through a web browser
or a mobile application. We use the segmented data from 13 to 65 y olds
to normalize the DAU over the total population of a country in those ages,
truncating all data that are not included in that age range. This way, we
avoid introducing a bias with life expectancy and average age. We calcu-
late a stable estimation of the DAU as the median daily value over the
month of July 2015, replicating over other months afterward. This way,
for each country c and gender g∈ [Female, Male] (for simplicity, we take
gender as birth sex; i.e., male or female), we have a measurement of the
number of active users Ag,c between 13 and 65 y old. Additionally, this
allows us to calculate the mean user age for a country to include it in
our models.

Using the US Census Bureau data, we calculate the total population of
each gender between the ages of 13 and 65 y old in each country, which
we denote as Pg,c. This way, we can normalize the total activity in Facebook
over the population in the same age ranges, calculating the activity ratios
Rg,c = Ag,c/Pg,c. We define the FGD in country c as

FGDc = log
(

RMale,c

RFemale,c

)
,

which compares male and female Facebook activity rates over the popula-
tion of country c. A country with positive FGD will have a tendency for men
to be more present on Facebook, while a country with negative FGD will
show the opposite tendency. A country with FGD = 0 will have complete
equality in the activity tendencies of both genders.

We further compute the Facebook penetration as the ratio between
user accounts between 13 and 65 y olds reported by the API (regardless
of activity and gender) and the total population of the country between
those ages.

Regression Models. We model dependencies between gender equality indi-
cators and the FGD as linear models after applying a rank transformation to

all variables, such that rank 1 is the highest possible value of the variable.
This way, we explore monotonic dependencies that do not need to be linear.
We define this FGD model as

FGD = af ·Q + bf · C + cf + ε,

where Q is a matrix with the ranks of economic, health, education, and
political gender equality in each country and C contains control variables,
such as Internet penetration, income inequality, total population, Face-
book penetration, and mean user age (Age). cf is the intercept, and ε

denotes the residuals as the normally distributed, uncorrelated error of the
model.

We analyze the relationship between changes and levels in economic
gender equality and of the FGD with two models. First is an equality changes
model:

∆Eco2016 = ao · Eco2015 + bo · FGD2015 + co ·O + do +ψo.

Second is an FGD changes model:

∆FGD2016 = aq · FGD2015 + bq · Eco2015 + cq ·O + dq +ψq,

where ∆Eco2016 and ∆FGD2016 are the changes in economic gender inequal-
ity and FGD between 2015 and 2016, respectively. Both models include a
control for autocorrelation as a term with the unranked value of the vari-
able in 2015 and a main term of the rescaled ranked value of the other
variable. Following previous economics research on Facebook data (10), we
include various ranked controls in the matrix O, first with a simple correction
for gross domestic product and then, with extensions with other controls as
for the FGD model.

We report the coefficient estimates of robust regressors for both models.
To compare the effects of one variable with the changes in the other, we first
residualize the changes by fitting against all controls. Then, we compute the
partial R2 value of the conditioning variable when fitting the residualized
values. To understand the uncertainty of this analysis, we bootstrap over
10.000 samples and report the distribution of R2 values.

We model network externalities as a power law relationship between the
activity ratio of a gender (Rg,c) and the total Facebook penetration for both
genders together (Pc) in a joint model that includes an intercept for gender
and interaction with gender. We define in this way the network externalities
model as

log(Rg,c) =α · log(Pc) + β+ δg,Female(αF · log(Pc) + βF ) +φ,

where α measures the scaling relationship between the Facebook presence
ratio and the activity ratio of male users,αF is the difference in that relation-
ship for female users, and φ is the residuals. The Kronecker delta function
δg,Female takes a value of one when g = Female and zero otherwise.

All of the above models do not show relevant multicollinearity when
measuring variance inflation factors (41).

We report the fit of the FGD model and the network externalities model
with Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling in JAGS (42). We also fit all models
with robust regression (43), reporting the results of the changes models in
the text and the rest in SI Appendix.

To test the validity of the assumptions of our models after fitting, we ver-
ify the normality of residuals through Shapiro–Wilk tests (44) and check that
residuals are uncorrelated with fitted values and independent variables. For
the case of the network externalities model, we additionally analyze multi-
plicative residuals to test for the possible role of outliers, as shown in more
detail in SI Appendix.
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